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INTRODUCTION

In a recent, very interesting
sequence of papers Billera and Bixby
[l-4] have studied the problem of characterizing the class of games
without side payments which can be generated by pure exchange markets
with a finite number m of commodities, consumption sets equal to the
nonnegative orthant of R”, and concave, continuous utility functions. For
games with side payments the problem was posed and solved by Shapley
and Shubik [S].
Billera and Bixby show that games originated by markets with the above
characteristics have convex, compact attainable sets and are “totally
balanced” in a certain sense (all the definitions will be given below).
Conversely, they prove that every such game, which, in addition, is
polyhedral (i.e., the attainable sets are polyhedra), is representable by
markets with the described properties. Furthermore, they conjecture this
to be the general situation. If the allowable class of markets is enlarged
to include either infinitely many commodities, or general consumption
sets, or production, then Billera [I] shows that every totally balanced game
(with convex, compact attainable sets) has a market representation in this
extended class.
By relying heavily on the machinery built, and the results obtained, by
Billera and Bixby we show in this note how it is possible to obtain market
representations in the nonextended sense (finite number of commodities,
consumption sets equal to the nonnegative orthant of some R”, no production) for a very large class (an “open and dense” one) of totally
balanced games. The result we give falls short of a full characterization
in that the games are required to satisfy a regularity condition (which we
call slackness) describable by saying that the (nonredundant) inequalities
defining the balancedness condition should hold strictly.
The main open problems in this field are: (i) to prove the full characterization theorem (or to provide a counterexample), (ii) to characterize
games coming from pure exchange markets with quasiconcave utility
(see [7]), (iii) to sharpen available results by, for example, bounding the
number of commodities needed for representing N-players games.
The terminological conventions and definitions (except for the Slackness
one, which we are proposing) are taken from Billera and Bixby [4].
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TJXRMINOLOGICAL

CONVENTIONS

The set of players is N = (l,..., n}; 2N = {SC N : S # I#}. For every
SE2NletRS=(xERn:
xi = 0 for i $6S}; RS can be naturally identified
with Rgts). If x E R”, then x, E RS is given by “xsi = xi if i E S; xsi = 0,
otherwise.” Also, R+7L = [0, c~)~, R,S = RS n R+*.
For A C B C R”, Int, A denotes the interior of A relative to B, and
co A the convex hull of A.
Let d = {p E R,” : ck, pi = l}. Given a convex set A C R+” such that
A = C - R,“, for some compact set C, we define the support function of
A, g, : d - R by g,(p) = sup { px : x E A}; g,(p) will also be denoted
g(p; A). Here, support functions will only be defined for sets with the

described properties. Then, g, is convex and continuous and for every
(i.e., there is x E A such that px = g,(p));

p ~4 the sup. is attained
moreover,

&+B

=

gA

+

&

.

3.

DEFINITIONS

A (n-person cooperative) game (without side payments) is a correspondence V : 2N + R” such that, for every SE 2N, V(S) C R” is of the
form V(S) = C - RfS, where C C RfS is nonempty, compact, and convex.
The subgame of V on T E 2N is the restriction of V to 2=.
Given the games VI , Vz : 2N --+ Rn and x E R”, we can define the games
VI + x, VI f-7 vz , VI + V, by letting, respectively, (V, + x)(S) =
v,(s) + xsy (VI n V,)(S) = V,(s) n US), (VI + vds) = v,(s) + US);
V, n V, is the intersection and V, + V, the sum of the games V, , V, .
A game V is balanced if xSCN 6, V(S) C V(N) whenever 6, > 0, S E 2N,
are such that CieS 6, = 1 for every i E N. A game V is totally balanced if
every subgame of V is balanced.
A game V is balanced with slack if CscN S,V(S) C Int,N V(N) whenever
6, 3 0, SE 2N, are such that sN = 0 and CdESSs = 1 for every i E N. A
game V is totally balanced with slack if every subgame of V is balanced

with slack.
Remark 1. Clearly, the slackness condition is in the nature of a
nondegeneracy assumption. With respect to the Hausdorff metric the
totally balanced with slack games constitute an open, dense subset of the
totally balanced ones; this follows from Lemma 1 below, whose conclusion
could be taken as an alternative definition of slackness.
In games with side payments the condition is equivalent to the core
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having, relative to the Pareto surface, a nonempty interior or, alternatively,
to the set of utility allocations blocked only by N being nonempty;
without side payments the condition is sufficient, but not necessary, for
the latter properties to hold. Hypotheses of the same nature as the slackness
one appear in other contexts (for example, in Green [5] or Neuefeind’s [6]
work on dynamic mechanism leading to the core).
An n-trader, m-commodity simple market is a collection {(Ui , wi): i E N),
where, for every i, ui : [O, 11” + R is a continuous, concave function and
6Ji E [O, 11”; moreover, without loss of generality, we assume
1 wi < (I)..‘, 1) E 10, I]“.

Remark 2. Every result would hold if we were to require, simply,
“for every i, ui : R,” + R is a continuous, concave, nondecreasing function and wi E R+m.”
Given a market ((ui , wi) : i E N) a game V is defined by letting
V(S) = IX E RS: xi < U&yi), y” E [O, l]“, i E S; & yi < i;s ~‘1.

A game V : 2N -+ R” is a simplemarket game if, for some integer m, it can
be generated (represented) in the above manner by an n-person, mcommodity simple market.
A basic result of Billera and Bixby is: every simple market game is
totafly balanced [3, Theorem 2.11.
We prove:
THEOREM.
Every game Y : 2N -+ Rn that is totally balanced with slack is
a simple market game (i.e., it has a simple market representation).

4. LEMMATA

The following lemmata are either straightforward
Billera and Bixby. Let e = (l,..., 1) E R”.

facts or results of

LEMMA 1. Zf the game V : 2N + Rn is balanced with slack, then, for
some E > 0, the game V, defined by “V,(N) = V(N) - {ee}, V,(s) = V(S)
otherwise” is balanced with slack.
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Proof. It is sufficient to consider nonnegative collections (6, : S E 2N}
with Snr = 0. Since the set of such collections which solve the equations

“ssSs = 1, iE N”
is compact the result follows by the slackness assumption
tinuity of Cs S,V(S) with respect to the 6,‘s.

and the con-

LEMMA 2. If V is a simple market game and x E Rn, then V + x is a
simple market game.

Proof.

Billera and Bixby [3, Proposition

2.21.

LEMMA 3. The intersection of two simpfe market games is a simple
market game.

Proof.

Billera and Bixby [3, Proposition

LEMMA

4.

3.41.

The sum of two simple market games is a simple market

game.
Proof.

Follows from Billera and Bixby [2, Lemma 2.21.

LEMMA 5. Let V be a balanced game such that V(N) is of the form
V(N) = C - R+n, where C is a polyhedron, then there is a simple market
game V’ suchthat V’(N) = V(N) and V’(S) 3 V(S)for all S E 2N.

Proof.

Billera and Bixby [3, Theorem

3.61.

LEMMA 6. Let V be a game and x E V(N), then there is a simplemarket
game V’ such that V’(N) = V(N) and xs E V’(S) for all S E 2N.

Proof By Billera and Bixby [2, Theorem 2.31 there is a simple market
game P such that p(N) = V(N) and P has a simple market representation
{(ui , wi) : i E N) with every ui nondecreasing. Let yi, i E N, be such that
ui( yi) 3 Xi, for every i, and xi yi = Cd wi; then the game induced by the
market {(ui , y”) : i E N} has the desired properties.
LEMMA I. If a subgame V’ : 2= + Rn, T E 2N, of a game is a simple
market game, thenfor any x ER” there is an extension v” : 2N + R” of V
(i.e., V”(S) = Y’(S) for all S E2=) such that V” is a simplemarket game and
xs E v”(S) for every S E 2N - 2T.

Proof.

Follows from [3, Lemma 3.71.
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5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

By Lemmata

3 and 7 it suffices to prove:

If the game V : 2N + R” is balanced with slack, then there is a simple
market game V’ : 2N+ R” such that V’(S) 3 V(S) for all SE 2N and
V’(N) = V(N).

The facts not already exploited by Billera and Bixby which are brought
to bear in the proof are: (i) the compactness of the effective domain of the
support functions of the convex sets defining the game (to take advantage
of this the slackness condition is essential); (ii) the additivity property of
market games (Lemma 4).
ForeverypEA(CRn),S>O,andO<j<ndefinepsjEAby
“Pjsj = (pi + @/(I + 6)

and

pi”i = Pi/(1 + 6)

if

i #.j”;

then let P(p, 6) = {pal,..., p”“} and note that, for any p E A and 6 > 0,
p E 16 (co P(P, 6)).
Let a E Rn be an upper bound for V(N) (i.e., for every x E V(N), x < a)
and c > 0 be such that V, is a balanced game (see Lemma 1). For every
(x, p) E V(N) x A such that px = g(p, V(N)) pick a 6(x, p) > 0 small
enough to guarantee that g(q, V,(N)) < qx for every q E P(p, 6(x, p)); its

existence follows

by the continuity

of gV,lN) and the fact

that

g(p, V,(N)) < g(p, V(N)). Define now a game Vz*P : 2N + R” by
“WP(N) = { y E Rn : y < a, qy < qx for every q E P(p, 8(x, p))} and
V**p(S) = V(S), otherwise.” Obviously, V”,*(N) is of the form V*J$V) =
C - R,” where C is a (compact) polyhedron. Moreover, since
V,(N) C Vzvp(N), V”*P is balanced.

The collection {Intd(co P(p, 6(x, p)): (x, p) E V(N) x A; px = g(p, V(N))}
constitutes an open covering of the compact set A (for every p E A there
is x E V(N) such that px = g(p, V(N))). Let {(xl, PI),..., (x~, p”)} determine a finite subcover.
For every 1 < h < M, there is, by Lemma 5, a simple market game VIh
such that VIh(N) = F”*@(N) and VIA(S) 3 V=“**“(S) for S E 2N N {N}; also,
by Lemmata 2 and 6, there is a simple market game Vzhsuch that Vzh(N) =
V(N) - {x”} and 0 E Vzh(S) for every SE 2N. Let Vh = VIh + VZh; then
(Lemma 4) Vh is a simple market game such that Va(S) 3 V(S) for every
S E 2N. Finally, take v’ = fi:, VA; again (Lemma 3) V’ is a simple market
game and v’(S) r) V(S) for every S E 2N. We claim that V’(N) C V(N).
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Let y $ V(N); then (by the separating hyperplane
py > g(p, V(N)) for some p E d. For some 1 < h < M

theorem)

P E co P(Ph, S(Xh, P”))

which implies g(p, VIh(N))
g(p,

Jw9)

= g(p,

VIYW)

= g(Ps Jw)

= pxh. We have
+ g(p,

VZh(N))

= PXh + g(p,

VW)

- PXh

< PY*

Hence y $ Y’(N) C P(N).

Q.E.D.
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